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Background. In South Africa, many doctors consult across both a language and cultural barrier. If patients are to receive effective care, ways need to be found to bridge this communication barrier.

Methods. Qualitative individual interviews were conducted with seven doctors who had successfully learned the language of their patients, to determine their experiences and how they had succeeded.

Results. All seven doctors used a combination of methods to learn the language. Listening was found to be very important, as was being prepared to take a risk or appear to be foolish.

In South Africa, many doctors consult across both a language and cultural barrier. However, studies have shown that patients prefer being addressed in their own language and that their satisfaction after a consultation in their own language is higher. The second-biggest obstacle, after income, in access to services was assessed to be doctors not being able to speak their patients’ language, in a Cape Town study. In a similar study, doctors not being able to speak the same language as their patients caused ethical dilemmas, negative attitudes between staff and patients, and decreased quality of care.

Interpreters are used to overcome these limitations but involve disadvantages; they are frequently unavailable, may impose their own views on consultations, may make translation errors and cause frustration among staff who are asked to perform this role in addition to their other duties.

In contrast, communication and understanding of patients’ complaints after learning their language is improved. Ellis has described how to use the consultation effectively as an ideal language learning environment, gives suggestions on how to do so, and stresses the importance of learning culture and cultural metaphors of illness as part of language learning.

The theory of second-language learning has moved from the traditional grammar and translation methods to more communicative methods. Krashen’s ‘natural approach’ suggests that language is acquired from the hearing of adequate input (as a child acquires a language) and not by learning formal grammatical rules. The latter can only correct language that has been acquired through listening. The Brewsters suggest an ‘immersion experience’ by living with speakers of the language. Ellis included several of their tools, such as loop tapes, as being useful in a consultation when learning a language. Others disagree with a purely communicative approach to language learning and emphasise the importance of learning formal grammar.

Many doctors would like to be able to speak their patients’ language. However, very little guidance exists on how to do this successfully in a busy practice. We aimed to investigate the experiences of doctors who had effectively learnt the language of their patients so as to guide those who also wish to do so.

Methods

A pertinent sample was selected of eight doctors who met the inclusion criteria of working with patients whose language was not the doctor’s first language and being able to see patients without an interpreter, and who described their language proficiency as ‘good’. Doctors were excluded if they had not learnt the second language while practising as a professional, had learnt it for other reasons (e.g. to try to find work), or had learnt a language similar to their first language.

Free attitude interviews were used. Subjects were asked the same exploratory question: ‘How did you learn the spoken language of your patients and what were your experiences in learning the language?’ The audio-taped interviews were transcribed verbatim. Themes were identified by using contrastive analysis by the researcher together with the supervisor. Cut-and-paste techniques were used to analyse common themes. Subjects validated the analysis of each interview.

Results

Our aim was to study eight doctors, but only seven were found who met the inclusion and exclusion criteria; one was excluded.
as he had started learning the language as a child and not as an adult professional. We recognised that if the degree of fluency required had been set lower, many others would have qualified. All the doctors interviewed were white males, partly owing to the exclusion criterion that the interviewees must not be from a language group similar to the language that they had learned.

Key themes emerged from analysis of the data. Many different methods were used by each interviewee to learn the languages. The consultation was commonly used for language learning by asking how to phrase certain questions, then trying them out with a patient and, over time, understanding what the patient was saying in reply. Immersing oneself in a community where the language was spoken was found to be useful, as was having a personal tutor. In contrast, formal language classes were felt to be unhelpful, and produced students who were good at grammar tests but unable to communicate with people. Book learning and UNISA courses both met with mixed success. Books were felt to be useful for learning grammar but not vocabulary. UNISA courses were felt by some not to be helpful early on in language learning but another felt that they enabled understanding of rules once the language was learnt. One doctor reported language tapes to be a failure and did not use these after they had been bought.

The importance of listening in learning a language was a very strong theme. Listening was important both in the consultation where two translations were constantly heard and also in non-medical situations such as church services. Listening was important to expand vocabulary and understanding of implied meaning and, as such, language learning was seen by one doctor as an indicator of how much the doctor was listening to and integrating with the second-language people. Learning by listening was also related to learning styles and preferences; one doctor felt that he had an ‘ear orientation’, and another that he had a ‘musical ear’.

Being prepared to take a risk or appear foolish was another common theme. Several doctors told stories of mistakes that they had made with hilarious consequences. Pride, or being seen as distant from the people, was then seen as a hindrance to this process; this was closely linked to risk taking and was surmised to be a possible reason why some doctors learnt more than others.

Having to try out the language with patients was commonly mentioned, including listening to the phonetics and trying them out, attempting to work without an interpreter, or trying various words to see which were ones used locally.

The role of language in building deeper connections was a strong theme. Speaking the language was seen as establishing a deep relationship with patients; their faces changed, a rapport developed, hearts and doors were opened, and friendships developed. Speaking the language removed barriers between doctor and patient, helping them to communicate at another level, which was impossible using an interpreter. Confidentiality in the doctor-patient relationship was improved. Patients loved to speak their native language with the doctor, even if they could speak English.

Many participants described how learning a language was also learning a culture. This was particularly true for the principle of ‘hlontapha’ – meaning respect and how people deal with each other. This emotional bonding with a culture gave language learning added enjoyment. Learning the culture was also part of identifying with the local people.

Motivation was crucial to successful language learning, including being inspired by others who could speak well, frustration in working with interpreters, wanting to interact at a different level, or learning out of necessity as interpreters were not available. Other motivations included inherent interest in the grammar of the language or appreciating its beauty.

Being fully immersed in an environment where the language was spoken was very helpful in learning language and culture. Two doctors had a ‘full immersion’ experience in the language by living in the village where they were working. Two others mentioned regular short periods of immersion of a few days at a time of staying in the community or on church weekends. However, immersion in the environment by itself is insufficient for learning; one must have a good reason for wanting to learn.

Prior experiences of learning a language were very helpful in learning another language.

A diagrammatic representation of the above themes appears in Fig. 1.

**Discussion**

Theories of second-language learning have shifted from emphasising the grammar/translation method, to more
communicative approaches. Our research showed that doctors used several approaches to language learning, but placed a strong emphasis on more communicative approaches. However, almost all used some grammar learning too, either with a tutor or from books. Although some communicative approach advocates have claimed that formal grammar learning is not necessary, others have criticised this purely communicative approach as it produced speakers who made many errors that could have been corrected easily by knowledge of a few simple rules.

The emphasis of these doctors on a communicative approach is shown by the importance they placed on the role of listening in language learning. Some linguists claim that meaningful language acquisition, as opposed to learning rules, can only be acquired by hearing enough spoken language, and they even suggest a silent period when all emphasis is placed on listening rather than trying out new words. These doctors found, as Ellis suggested, that consultations were ideal for this sort of language learning.

As language learning in this setting was voluntary, motivation clearly provided a key role. Motivation is often central in predicting language achievement and only thereafter do other cognitive and affective factors play a role. Even in a military setting, where soldiers learnt Korean or Spanish as part of their training, motivation and attitude were important predictors, after aptitude of second-language proficiency. Krashen suggests that attitude and motivation provide a ‘filter’ through which sounds must pass before they can become useful in acquiring language. Students with good attitude and strong motivation have a ‘lower filter’ and therefore learn quickly from what they hear; our research supports this theory. One doctor said that just being in a language-rich environment was not enough; rather, motivation to learn a new language was a key influence.

The motivation that sustains language learning often came from the rewards gained from deepening relationships with patients, staff and community members, again emphasising a communicative approach. These rewards in turn led to increased motivation to further improve learning of the language, so establishing a cycle of language learning (Fig. 1). Greater language proficiency, through various communicative methods of learning, further deepened relationships which in turn further increased motivation to learn more, and so the cycle gained momentum.

Conclusion

Language learning is often seen as a noble goal but one that is difficult to achieve, especially in the context of a busy working practice. Our research shows that it is achievable and provides pointers on how it can be done (Table I), the importance of a communicative approach, and the key role that motivation plays and how this motivation is sustained through the reward of deepening relationships. We hope that these findings will inspire more South Africans to embark on the journey of learning the language of their patients, so leading to improved patient care and satisfaction and understanding for doctor and patient.

Table I. Recommendations for learning the language of your patients

1. Use several strategies: specifically use consultation, allowing the interpreter and the patient to be language helpers; focus on communicative methods and not on grammar learning.
2. Concentrate more on listening than speaking.
3. Look for opportunities to try out the new language.
4. Be willing to appear foolish and to take risks in speaking the language.
5. Recognise that cultural learning is as important as language learning.
6. Pay attention to affective factors that maintain motivation, as it is a major factor in success in second-language learning in the informal setting. Choose learning activities that are enjoyable and also develop meaningful relationships with native speakers.
7. Consider an immersion experience with native speakers of the language.
8. Use a learning strategy that best matches your preferred way of learning.
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